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Tracksters

Final

Face
Home Stand

New Mexico's defending Western Athletic Conference track
and field champions will make
their final home appearance of
the season this weekend when 'the
Lobos meet the University of
Texas-El Paso Saturday night at
University Stadium.

WANT ADS
PERSONALS
SPEND SUMMER FREE at a pilar ranchero. Unimproved but picturesque adobe

house. artistic setting. ,vith trout Jake.
No pay and no work-turn water on and
ofl'. Write Box 5011, Santa Fe, New MexREWARD FOR INFORMATION con-

cerning 1964. Triumph Jight blue motorcycle stolen from 1806 Mesa Vista Ave.
NE between 10 & 10 :45 p.m., April 23,
1968. 842-1353. John Halland.
5/2
RETAILERS ARE WAITING to give you
orders for EAST TOTEM WEST posters.
Commission equals $100.00 a week for 20
hours. Write EAST TOTEM WEST, P.O.

765, Mill Valley, California 94941 5/8
HELP WANTED
EDUCATION IS CHANGING, World's
Box

largest deueation firm has developed a
program learning system and is now hiring college students for full time summer
employment to present this system to
varioas individuals in New Mexico and
West Texas. Interested Students please
call between 11 and 1 at 268-0620. 5/8

FOR SALE
1968 YAJolAHA 305 cc, $599.00. Brand
new. 1300 miles. Call 255-6708 ... ask
for Sam.

1951 CHRYSLER excellent condition. $100.
or make offer. 242-8873 a!ter 6 p.m.
ADOBE WITH POOL. Near UNM. Com-

pletely reconditioned .. Move in and enjoy a full summer of swimming and next

winter you'll enjoy the warmth of the

fireplace and the charm of the large
.-ooms. Price only $13,900. Call Ed Norris
265-8571 and evenings 255-6852. CairdNorris Realty.
FOR SALE; 1959 Fiat 1100, 4 dr. Sedan,
Good mechanical condition. economical,
$195.00 or make offer. Call Prof. Cox
at 277-4939 or 298-7232.
5/2
14J55 FORD 2 doo't' Automatie Transmission,
Goo<l Running Condition, $195. 344-8522.
5/8
1.968 YAMADA Y'M....l,. SOOce Black. Ex.c.ellent. TOad machine only 6,500 m.i.lea, $550~

~~,~~,.~£~.~~~. ~~?.~.~~!!. ~~~:;~~
~
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Field events are slated to start
at 7:15 p.m. with the .first running event scheduled for 8 p.m.
The Lobos will be after theh·
fifth straight dual meet victo1·y
of the season. New Mexico has
beaten Arizona, Colorado, Oklahoma State, and Abilene Christian College in dual meet competition this year.
ONE DISTANCE event, the
three-mile run, could steal the
snow.
UTEP has the finest three miler in the nation in Kerry Pearce,
an Australian sophomo1·e who
covered the distance in 13:23.1
at the Texas Relays, the best
mark in the world this season.
Pearce set a world indoor mark
in the two-mile run when he was
clocked in 8:27.2 at San Diego.
Facing Pearce will be Lobo
Ron Eller, who set a school record
in the three mile. last weekend at
the WAC Relays in Tempe. Eller
ran the race in 13:46.2.
PEARCE and Eller could also
clash in the mile where the UTEP
ace has a 4:04.5, and Eller has a
season best of 4: 06.
New Mexico has been hampered by injuries all season but
should be ready to go this weekend. Sprinter Jim Singer pulled
a muscle in the Abilene Christian
meet but is now back in top form
and should be a part of the 440
relay team and run the quarter
mile.
Ake Nilsson, the school record
holder in the javelin, was slightly injured in the WAC Relays
last week and forced to pull out
of the competition. Nilsson has
recovered fully and wm be out to
better bis record-setting throw of

Feldman joined the UNM staff
in late December and has spent
the spring evaluating his squad.
Injuries cut the varsity roster to
about 45 and forced the .cancellation of last Saturday's scrimmage.
THE VARSITY will be run by
Terry Stone, the nation~s leading
passer last season, and senior
Rick Beitler who was the iirst
string quarterback as a sophomore. Also slated for action in
the Cherry-Silver game is Ace
Hendricks, the country's fifth
leading pass receiver last year.
Former Lobos in the professional . ranks will add excitement to
the alumni group, and Dallas
Cowboy great Don Perkins will
act as head coach.
Jack Abendschan, the leading
scorer in the Canadian Football
League, will handle the .field goal
kicking. Tackle Dave Hettema of
the San Francisco 49ers has
singed up to play .as has quarterback Stan Quintana {MinnesotaDes Moines) and draftees Paul
Smith (Denver) and tight end
Emilio Vallez (Chicago Bears).
BEITLER AND Stone battled
it out for the starting quarterback spot early in this season~s
spring training and temporarily
it looked as though Beitler had
won back the position he bad two
years ago.
Beitler engineered the first
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Minor Setback

Student athletic cards will not
be honored at Saturday's VarsityAlum game at the University
Stadium. The annual game is the
first regulation game action that
the Lobo varsity will see under
new head coach Rudy Feldman.
Student admission price is 50
cents. Game time is 2 p.m.

NOW IN ITS 8th GREAT WEEK
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
JOSEPH E. LEVINE

BEST DIRECTOR
MIKE NICHOLS
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Dr. Harold Lavender, Vice
President for Student Affairs, announced today that Dr. Agamemnon Despopoulos and Robert
Walker will constitute a team of
experts on the subject of drugs, in
response to a request by the Student Affairs staff for the creation of a task force on drugs, The
two professors have agreed to
make themselves available to individuals or groups interested in
information on the medical and
legal aspects of drug use.
It is expected that some groups
will use this rt>source before the
current semester is out, but basically Dr. Despopoulos and Professor Walker will be ready by fall
to appear upon request.
During freshman orientation
and in the early weeks of the
semester,· it is hoped that many
g1•oups will avail themselves of
these services. One or two general,
informal meetings will also he arranged by the Student Affairs
Division.
Dr. Despopoulos is Associate
ProfeRllor of Physiology in the
School of 1\f~dicine, and Mr. Walker is Assistant Professor of Law.
l~or information regarding these
services, persons may call the office of the Vice President for Stu(lent Affairs.
-,-,.-~-
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Delaney Disappointed

Object to Burton

Cargo T ak.es Choice '68 9 Lobo Staffers
w·Ith Low V0 t er T urnou t Quit Last Night
Governor David F. Cargo picked up more votes in the Choice '68
primary at UNM than the combined totals of his two nearest
rivals, Fabian Chavez and Bruce
King, state coordinator of Choice
'68, Tod Delaney said yesterday.
Delaney was disappointed at
the turnout of student voters
here and at other colleges in the
state. At UNM, Cargo gathered
692 votes while Chavez and King
got 339 and 322 respectively.
Only 4564 students voted in all
the state with 2246 of those voters coming from UNM, Delaney
said.
On
the question
the
t 18 of
th lowering
t
vo t mg age o
'
e vo es were
about two to one in favor of the
chnnge. 1339 voted yes at UNM
"d t t 1 f 2 50
N
as d 1 a o a o 7 across ew
Mexico.
Other candidates, listed in order of votes received were: Mack
I<Jasely 24!!, Clifford Hawley 108,
Calvin Horn 107, Bobby Mayfield

Senate Candidate
'rhc name of Senate candidate
1\hu·ty Klein should have been
indttded in the list of endorRcments by Associated Students
President John Thorson in Thul"s-

105, Harry Stoweres 70, and Rex
White 23.
The results of the presidential
contest and national referendums
will be released later.

Chovez Condemns
cargo's Efforts
By ALLEN BUCHANAN
,
Gov. David Cargos call for
special legislation to deal with
the current education crisis in
N ew ·u
.
mex1co
was cond emned by
Fabian Chavez as an effort that
does no more than "tell the
h
d
teac ers to get a cup an go beg
for the money needed for
schools."
Chave?. spoke last night as a
gubernatorial candidate in the
Union Theatre before a small
t·rowd of about 30 people.
"The present call of the legislature is a phoney call," he said,
insisting that if an emergency
!<.'gislatm·e must be called then it
should follow that emeregncy legislation would be passed to get
the needed monies.
"There is nothing in the present package that would even be(Continued to Page 2)

ThisisthefinalLobotobepublished by Editor Chuck Noland
and his current staff. Former
Juggler editor Rob Burton will
begin his year as editor with
next Monday's edition.
Noland and the bulk of his staff
have declined to work for Burton.
Among those leaving with this issue, other than Noland, are managing editor Nooley Reinheardt,
news editor Roy Cornelious, veteran reporter Melissa Howard,
two-year photographer Bob Pawley, sports editor Bob Russo, and
staffers Carra Havis, Cathy Me~
Andrews, and Paul Slack.
Reinbenrdt, who Burton defeated for the editorship, said yesterdnv.' "The maJ.Ol'l'ty of the
staffers leaving feel publications
board made a gross error in selecting Burton editor. The Lobo ,·n
the past has described Burton as
unethical and irresponsible, many
of us have no reason to believe
that that description has changed.
He continued, "For the sake of
UNM and The Lobo we hope
Burton will not be as much of a
dissapointment. as we fear he
might."
Staffers staying on with Burton include Grant Harvey Allen
Buchanan, and former Lobo
sports editor Wayne Ciddio.
Burton has 10 issues left to
publish this year.
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Tearn of Experts
On Drug Sub·rect
Created at UNM
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Varsity-Alum Game

No.104

Budget Vote Postponed Until Next Friday

BEST

\\'IICII

Swedish Olympian Ake Nilsson
suffered a minor setback in his
efforts to qualify for the 1968
Olympic Games in Mexico City.
He twisted his ankle at the WAC
Relays at Tempe last weekend.
Nilsson set a school record against
Arizona a month ago when he
threw the javelin 25'1-4~h, just
four inches shy of a University
Stadium record.

Friday, May 3, 1968
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SPORTS NOTES

257-4¥...

THE LOBOS are expected to
'67 YAMAHA, 180ec, Candy Apple Red, score heavily in the sprints on
3800 miles, $395 or best offer. CaD 2774079, a.sk t:or AL 5/8
the strength of Rene Matison,
Don
Walton, Ivory Moore, and
FOR RENT
Singer. Moom was also bothered
NEW VARSITY HOUSE at 141 Columbia by a pulled muscle after the ACC
SE~ Deluxe furn~ units-twin or double
beds. $115-120 including utilities. 242meet but apparently has recov3080.
ered.
SERVICES
Ervin J arros in the shot put
SWIMMING PARTIE8-or just plain and the discus, Jon Caffey, school
parties~
Facilities include swimming,
record holder in the pole vault,
dancing, Bar-B-Q, volley ball ete. rz...
midnight, 10 to 500 :persons. Life
and Art Baxter in the triple and
Guards provided. Thunderbird Swim- long jump events, will be the othGym. 247-9677.
TYPING WANTED; 7 yrs, experience for er strong points for New Mexico
in the field events.
students at Univ. North Carolina. Excellent accuracy. Straight typing (term
Other entries in Saturday's
papers etc..) 85c per page-you furnish
paper. Paper ·furnished at one cent a
meet
are: High jump-Phil Kassheot. Prefer you call Toe. or Thurs.
tens, and George Loughridge;
nights. 242-9451.
liELP IN WRITING paper by widely discus - Jarros, Steve Keppers,
knowledgeable professional writer. In
and Mike Jeffrey; mile run-ElEnglish, History, Psychologyj Literaler, Adrian DeWindt, and Ray
ture. A. Segal, 181& Central SE. 242S837. 8-8:30 a.m., 10:30-11 p.m.
5/2 Jordan; 120 high hurdles-RooseTYPING Will edit grammer, spelling and velt Williams, Harold Bailey, and
punctuation. Background includes adverLoughridge.
tising. Art. finance, ]ega], and sciences.
Call242-0G9·1. 6/8
LOST&FOUND
REWARD OFFERED: Blue and White
Bearf with pictures of Bhips. On camp
pus between Bandelier and Library.
256-6845.

game type scrimmage at Umv~rsity Stadium and led the Whlte
squad to a 30-0 win over the Red
team. Beitler scored one touchdown from one yard out and let
hl's backfield do the rest.
·
In the second week of spnng
practice, Stone juml?e.d back into
the number one pDSttion and has
been there ever since,
BOTH QUARTERB.;\CKS, despite their drastically contrasting offensive attacks, have plenty
of material with which to work.
Hendricks was Stone's favorite
t arget Iast season and was the

man concludes his first spring
football practice at UNM here
Saturday when his varisty meets
an all-star alumni team in the
'l
G
t t
annual Ch erry- S1 ver ame s ar jng at 2 p.m. at University Stadium.

Call Steve. 255-9162. 5/8

$50.00 REWARD for lost dog. Irish Setter, m~ mahogany color, G5 Jbs. Wit...
liam J. Wegner, 299-7314.
6/Z
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Fresh New Arrival
I Ching or Book of Changes.
$6.00
Wilhelm/Baynes
Trout Fishing In America.
Brautigan
$1.95
Revolution in the Revolution.
Debray
.95
Marijuana Papers.
Solomon
$1.50
Egyptian Book of the
$3.50
Dead.
Back Country,
Gory Snyder
$1.25
Evergreen Reviews.
Nos. 52 & 53 & 54
$1.00
How To Stay Out of the Army.
Lynn
$1.25
Autobiography of
Malcolm X.
.95
120 Yale S.E.

842-1413

Fashion Culottes

•
•
•
•

ANNE BANCROFT.... DUSTIN HOffMAN ·IA11111UNE IIISS
MATINEES OPEN 1 :00

SHOW 1 :So- 3:50- 5':50 -1:5·5' -10:00

Gay Prlnts

Solids

PHONE

265-47~

Strlpes

Wash and Wear Material
Just the thlng for the busy Mlss or Mrs.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

BELLAsHess
DEPARTMENT STORE

trNM I~IBS'l'A QUBBN for 1968 will be one of these 11
I•'ront left to ri~ht in the front row, seated, are Suzanne Nor~rcss,
1 auren Hall .Jan Heuflin~, and Suzanna Iueuer. In the b:lck row are
.Tancl 1\lage~, (standing), Marilyn Muldoon, Lee 'l'ilfoi'd, and Cheryl
Hass, (seated), and Suza!me Jro~ter, Marcy Crckett and Ju~ith Kenue.dY (s{auding). Univennty ollicmls have urged students th1s year to

be more ord~rly during the week of Fiesta. and have asked that offcnntlJUs drinkin'g be curbed. '!'he weel<-long Piesta activities arc sched-

uled to begin Momlay, May 13, and run through Saturday, May 18. A
western dance on Wednesday, May 15, will oflirially 11rescnt the Queen
candidates. Aunlhl'r dance on l•'riday will see the crowning of the
queen and h~r court at Tingley Coliseum. (Photo by Pawley)

lniunction Issued
By UNM Court
Student Court early this morning issued an injunction postpon- t
ing the vote on the proposed
UNM budget until next Friday.
The delaying order was issued
after a group opposing the budget charged "violations of the
rights of the opponents of the
student budget for the year 196869.''
The presidential, senatorial,
and amendment votes are going
on today as scheduled. The position provided for the budget vote
on all voting machines has been
taped over.
FILING THE complaint were
Mike Kunikis, Dave Foreman,
Bill White, and John Williams.
They filed a four charge petition. One of the complaints was
/thrown out by student cou1·t.
Court ruled there was no viola-w.'•
tion in what the plaintiffs called,
"The use of Public Monies to
finance pro budget materials.''
They (the anti-budget group)
asserted that ASUNM p1·esidcnt
John Thorson and others had
used student funds to campaign
for the pasage of the budget.
The first charge by the four
read, "Freedom of expression au. l
freedom of speech was unjust!::
and unlawfully denied by teari111~
down of anti-budget posters an<!
their replacement by pro budget
materials printed and distrihuu•cl
by student government, and associates.'' (See related story on
this page.)
THE SECOND charge read,
"Harrassment and duress of thost•
opposing the budget; this in"''~
volved; a. The stealing of the
YAF (Young Americans for
Freedom) desk (from the activities center in the union). b. The
stealing of books and materials
from that desk after it was recovered. c. The intimidation of
those opposing the budget caused
by the writing of obcenities upon
the Y AF bulletin board, desk, and
the Conservative Forum desk.''
In their last complaint, the
four charged, "The Executive Administrator of Student Government threatened to have the antibudget group thrown off campus."
THE FINAL statement by the
four on their formal complaint
said, "Because of these items, we
demand that the elections be postponed at least one week, and if"'
this is impossible due to the lateness of this protest, that any vote
in the election on the budget which
is unfavorable to the anti-budget
group be disallowed and that the
budget be considered in a future
election.''
The only statement made eal'ly
this morning by a proponent of
the budget was, "I think the antibudget group may have hurt
themselves more than they helped.
That just gives us an extra week
to campaign and I think we can
be more effective in that week
than those opposing the budget.''

- -
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The largest steam pipes are
contrast to buried utility lines.
"Maintenance is v e r y low," fourteen inches in diameter, including two inches of insulation.
Burke said.
At some points thel'e are as many
AN OCCASIONAL student as ten pipes running parallel, infinds his way into the tunnels cluding several 4160-volt electrithrough a door left unlocked or
conduits.
an insecure construction area. calBoilers
in the heating plant
One subterranean w a n d e r e r, produce steam at 487°F and 250
squinting against the daylight, pounds per square inch presaut·e;
said upon emerging, "There are it's then stepped down to 352o,
so few frontiers left in the world 125 lb. for feeding distant buildtoday . . , so few oppot·tunities ings, and further down to 285° at
for the thrill of discovery around 40 lb. for nearer buildings.
Albuquerque. My first venture
'"rhe tunnels are pretty doginto the. tunnels was for me like gone dry," according to plumbing
a real-Hfe adventure akin to Eon- supervisor Charles Retzlaff, an
Tiki or Jules Verne's "Journey associate of Burke's. They are
to the Center of the Earth."
also amazingly clean-no vermin
Actually, the tunnels are only inhabit the tunnels, Burke rea few feet underground. The ports, because there is nothing
deepest descends tQ about 32 faet for them to eat and workmen
below average terrain, where it are not allowed to leave food
goes under a drainage ditch. scraps in the tunnels.
Grading is not a problem, Burke
FURTHERMORE, sewer lines
said, since all systems depend on
are
the one utility kept out of the
pump pressUl'e rather than gravtunnels.
Periodically, a man
ity's downhill flow.
walks the tunnels to turn out
WHERE feasible, the tunnels lights, check locks and pick up
run directly under campus side- debris. He does .not disturb the
wants. Heat from the tunnels dust layers on the pipes, however.
keeps thll walkways clear of snow It takes him about two hours to
and ice. Thus, a few days each walk the entire system.
year it's possible to trace out tunMost of the tunnels have a
nel routes from the surface. The gravelled floor, which is no more
nominal air temperature in the rough on shoes than most of the
(Continued from page 1)
tunnels is 72oF, but rises to an UNM surface campus. A few
gin to call for what the teachers uncomfortable 95° in certain sec- hundred feet have l'egular con, demand," he added. "In simpler tions where steam is under high- crete sidewalk; other spots may
t.\!rms, it is a case of passing the er pressure.
become muddy. Burke blamed
buck, to deceive both the teachers
UNM's tunnels are six and a surface lawn sprinklers for this,
and the public."
half feet wide and seven and a rather than leaks in his systems.
Chavez believes someone should half feet high, but all but the
He related one incident, how"tell the truth to the public," be- shortest of explorers may have ever, when water filled one of
cause "the amount of money that to duck now and then to avoid the tunnels about two feet deephas been raised presently is 10 low-hanging cables and an occa- above high~ voltage electrical
million dollars short, and with all sional water pipe crossing.
junction boxes. He waded in, to
fund reserves running .short."
The hub of the tunnel system find the flood was due to a malHe said New Mexico is in a is the UNM Heating Plant on the function of a faulty pump. Burke
state of financial crisis, and western edge of the campus. said there have been no serious
should face this crisis with an From this building comes steam injuries in the tunnels, despite
exeeutive who can reason with for heating, chilled water for the potential danger of gas, elec~
the legislature and "sell them on cooling, domestic water, natural tricity and scalding steam. This
a program." He cited his past gas, and compressed air for ther- relative safety underground comexperience with state government mostatic control. These services pares with an average of one
as reason to think he could do go to structures as far away as death each time a building is
this. "Seventy-two laws in the Coronado dorm and the medical constructed on campus.
books carry my name as sole or school across Lomas Boulevard.
VEN'tlLATlON is inadequate
prime sponsor," he said.
in many of the tunnels--the air
IN ADDITION, electricity and can become rather stale. But the
Chavez also attacked a bill
J!Ssed requiring a tuition in- telephone service run through natural gas line is so tight that
crease at UNM. He described it the tunnels. There are also return smoking is not prohibited in the
· as "patchwork legislation" which pipes for used steam (condens- tunnels. There are plans tQ in"doesn't and shouldn't work that ate) and de-chilled water. Elec- .stall more fans to circulate the
' way." He said there were Qther tricity comes directly from Pub- air. An occasional outside vent,
areas which could have suffered lic Service Company; there are
only a few standby generators on
a cut in spending to cover it.
•
Industrial
development
in campus-far too few to provide
northern New Mexico was sug- any but essential laboratory and
gested as a possible sQlution tQ medical services during a blackthat region's economic problems. out.
The UNM Centrex telephone
Chavez said there should also
be a continued effort to educate system emanates from the Adthe people there, particularly in ministration building, where the
vocational training. "A new di- entire basement is devoted to
rection has to be set for our peo- switching equipment, Burke said.
ple in the North," he said. "Past
For its water supply, the Unipolitical success with this prob- versity is entirely self-sufficient.
lem has been measured by the The main campus well has a canumber of people that was put on pacity of 900 gallons per minute,
feeding a 11& million gallon reswelfare.''
Chavez said a trained labor ervoir under the tennis courts
market is something New Mexico next to Mesa Vista Hall. Burke
·has very little of outside of Al- said the university can produce
buquerque. "And this is very ne- water for four cents per kilogalcessary if we intend to bring in- lon, while city water costs 17
dustry to New Mexico," he said.
cents.
THIS IS one reason campus
utility operations . are as independent from the city as possible.
Burke pointed out that the campus is not part of the city of AlUNM Associate Professor Gun- buquerque, but is state property.
ther :E. Rothenberg, a specialist
in Au11trian military history, has
been awarded a grant by the
Am e r i c an Council of Learned
Societies to pursue research this
summer i• Vienna.
The resreareh is towards com~
pletion of his newst book, "The
Army of Francis Joseph."
"
Rothenbe~ has published two
'' previous books and nearly a dozen
, articles on the military establish-

Chavez ...

such as under the benches at the
southeast corner c.f Santa Ana
dorm, provides a much-needed
breath of fresh air.
Except for one small section,
the tunnels are too narrow to be
opened to pedel!trian traffic. The
exception is a double tl:lnnel under Lomas Boulevard, in anticipation of expansion of the medical school on the north campus in
years to come.
·The system is capable of being
expanded much farther. The only
limitation already reached is a
a· rise in the chilled water temperature to 41• at the more distant points.
SOME TUNNELS are part of
the ,civil defense fallout shelter
system; dried foods- and emergency water are stored in them.
Burke, a 1939 graduate of
UNM and manager of utilities
for almost four years, said running sidewalks over tunnels and
installing 27"-wide sidewalks in
some of the newer tunnels, is a
matter of convenience.
In addition to the utility supply and return systems, there is
an extensive intercom and alarm
system throughout the tunnels.
Alarms are connected to locked
doors at the entrance to each
building from the tunnel. Anyone
wishing to pass through a door
must have a key 1;Q the lock and
identify himself over the intercom so that the campus police
monitoring the alarms can ignore
the alarm that automatically goes
off when a door is opened. Important valves are kept locked
with chains and padlock~, according to Retzlaff.
GIRLS' dorms have been the
objects of some underground as-

Stydents Ill
Downtown hlr "" .how
Qr shopping? Eat at

OPEN 24 HOURS
105 Central N.W. 2.t7-8626

U ..Cue Billiards
16 Tables
Special Student Prices
LEAGUES FORMING

Girls - Half Price
Open 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. 3005 Central

WASHINGTON (CPS)- Students are expected to play a significant role in the Poor People's
Campaign which begins here in
late April.
Seven schools-the Berlteley,
Los Angeles, and Santa Cruz campuses of the University of Califomia, Stanford, Michigan, Michigan State, and Gammon Theological Seminary in Georgia-will
give students credit for participation in the Campaign. Stoney
Cooks, student coordinatot• for
the Southern Christian Lt>nll"~
;;hip Co!!:!~~~;;;;;; says three oi·-f;~;
oth.ers may also send iltudents.
There will be about 200 students
involved in tl1e project.
Cooka, who dropped out of Indiana's Anderson College in 1965
to work for the SCLC, began organizing the program this win"
ter. He contacted students on
several of the campuses and they
went to work persuading faculty
members and administrators to
have theh· schools participate in
the progmm. Most of the students will be attending intensive
seminars on problems of poverty
before they come to Washington.
'l'HESE STUDENTS will be
working in offices, working with

•

Vienna Study Grant

professors, The report showed an
?verall perce'!tage of 7.4 per cent
m. compensations of faculty members at all levels, but said that
be~ause of the rapid rise in the
pnce level this year's rate of increase is substantially lowet• than
that of the pt·evious year.
THE REPORT also showed that
the nation's private colleges and
universities continue to lag be?ind public institutions in the
tmprovement of faculty salaries.
It said &n "air of crisis hangs
ove.r P':'iv~te institutions, a crisis
-:nhrch ~s hk~ly ~p grow more Sel'1ous With tlme.
The AAUP survey, howevel',
showed that state institutions are
least competitive in their t·enumeration of tenured faculty-full
and associate professors.
In order to help alleviate the
financial cl'isis and save the dual
system of higher education, the
report said faculty members will
have to study and put into effect
measures which help increase the
productivity of teaching effo1·ts
and thereby help keep costs down.
The report also said the federal
government will have to increase
its support of colleges in ways
that do not involve direct control
of im;titutional activities.
In other action the AAUP:
Voted w place 'nine more institutions on its list of censured
administrations. Censure is the
association's warning to higlrer
education that conditions which
Jed to a major violation of academic freedom and tenure have
not been corrected. Most faculty
members hesitate to accept teaching positions at institutions on
the censured Jist.
TilE COLLEGES and universities censured by the association
were: Texas A&M Univez·sity,
Wisconsin State University at
Whitewater, Arkansas Agl'icultural and Mechanical College,
Southern Univet•sity Agricultural and Mechanical College Trenton State College (New J'ersey),
Saint Mary's College (Minnesota) , Cheyney State College

(Pennsylvania), Amarillo College
(Texas), and the Lot:ain County
Co~munity College in Elyria,
Oh10.
The association voted to remove
six institutions from the cemmred list, including the Jefferson
Medical College of Philadelphia,
the State College of Arkansas,
the University of Arkansas, Mercy College of Detroit, Lincoln
College (Illinois), and the University of South Florida.
Voted to endorse the Joint
Statement on Rights and Freedoms of Students, which was
drafted by five organizations, ineluding the AAUP, The statement also- has been endorsed by
the Nation!ll Student Association,
the American Association of Colleges, the National Association of
Student Personnel Administrators and the National Association
of Women Deans and Counselors.
It has been co-endorsed by the
Jesuit Education Association, an
executive committee of the Nationa! Catholic Education Association, the commission on student
per::ronnel of the American Association of Junior Colleges, the
Amel'ican Association of Higher
Education, and the American College Personnel Association.
Heard a preliminary report of
a special committee on representation, bargaining, and sanetions.
The report said the strike is "inappropriate as a mechanism for
the resolution of most conflicts
within higher education." It said
faculty members should exercise
theil• right to strike "only if they
believe that another component
of the institution (or a controlling agency of govemment, such
as a legislature or governor) is
inflexibly bent on a course which
undermines an essential element
of the educational process."
Passed resolutions condemning
actions which prevent speakers
invited to campus :from speaking
or which disrupt the educational
operations of institutions, and opposing the use of rcclassliication
by the Selective Service System

various support committees set
up in Washington, and planning
and participating in many of the
demonstrations. They will live in
the shanty town which the poor
people will be building in a prominent place in Washington.
But student participation in the
campaign is expected to involve
more than these 200 students.
Cooks is asking an even larger
influx of students from throughout the country for May ')!1. 7',-•ree.
- ·, days bef<;!,"~ :~,e first "major demonstration of the Campaign.
All the colleges in Washington
a1·ea are also being mobilized to
help the campaign. Students from
the University of Maryland and
colleges in Washington itself are
helping to raise money, find h~sing for marchers, and getting
:faculty members to give lectures
on problems of poverty and race.
Students at Georgetown University will hold a fast in support
of the campnign.
l\IANY CAMPUSES around the
county will also be holding support demonstl·ations. "The is a
much more massive thing than we
expected," Cooks said. He said he
recently retumed to his New York
office after two weeks of travel-

A flagpole sitter named Brown
Sat to set a new record in town:
"I'll reach my ambition,
But for one small condition:
When I'm out of Schlitz, I'll come down."
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Across from the Lobo Theatre

for Professional Dry Cleaning
and Pressing
Students presenting ID cards.,
will be granted a
10 per cent discount
to the end of the spring
semester.
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After the Poor People's campaign ends SCLC hopes to involve students in an intensive
program of sumtner organizing
which will involves "everything
from helping people to get jobs
to working to defeat conservative
South Carolina Congressman
Mendel Rivers," Cooks said.
SCLC originally intended to
have groups of only three or four
people working in a few selected
areas, but with the increase in
student interest, Cooks says they
may expand their program.

Don f Get Nailed
When you buy Insurance get the
facts from a fellow graduate.
Paul, Jack & Tom are interested in
your protection.
•

-~

l 0b0 Ad vert1zers
•
potron•IZe

When it comes time
to ALTAR your plans

Get There First and Foremost
With Your Travelers
FIRST Aid
Your Travel Number is

i

as a penalty for those interfering
with the Selective Service or
elated processes. Other resolu~
tions called for the elimination of
racism in al! phases of American
life, and urged that either Congress or President Johnson adopt
a system under which the draft
would ba applied more equitably
among the varioua draft-eligible
categories. The AA UP said Congress . s~ould create a national
commission to study the effects of
certain psychoactive drugs before
enacting regulatory Jegialation on
these drugs.
.
The delegates at the meetmg
voted down a_n ame~dment to the
draft resolutron whrch c~lled for
~he replacement o~ Select1ve ServlCe Director LeW1S B. Hershey.

Style #:2110 1 'Covinglon11 •

CAREER BOUND

.~-
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ing to find his desk littered with
requests for information and offers of help from all over the
country, At least 93 campuses
will probably hold support demonstrations, Cooks explained.
Cooks said the assassination of
SCLC founder Martin Luther
Xing is the main cause of this upsurge in interest. The ass!l,s!<inP.
t'ron, says coo~.
•- "made
- a lot····Mof
-f',_!'
-vu~ii ask themselves if there is
anything they could do."
In addition to demonstrations,
one group of students from sev~
eral Midwestern colleges will
come to Washington on May 9 and
10 to talk to their congressmen.

jm~en~t~o£~th~e~B~a~p~s~b~ur~g~E~m~p~i~r~e·~==~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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by Commissioner l-lowe

March to Include Students

U. Professor Gets

.l
!~

By WALTER GRANT
WA~~INGTON (CPS)-U .S.
CommiSSionet• of Education Harol~ Hov.:e II says he can sympathize With today's disenchanted
college students because professors "are boldly reshaping the
wo:;ld outside the campus gates
whlle neglecting to make corresponding changes to the world
within."
Howe says atudents "cannot underf!tand why university professors who are responsible for the
reach into space, for splitting the
atom, &Ild for the interpretation
of man's journey on earth seem
unable to find tthe way to make
the university pertinent to their
lives." College students "of the
pre-World Wat• II era would be
quite at hon1e with the ways of
teaching "on campuses tod&y,"
he says.
Howe's remarks were made last
weekend before more than 600
prof~ssors attendin~ the annual
l';leetmg of th~ Am.errcan Association of Umversity Professors
here. If.the~·e is to be meaningful
change m h1gher education, Howe ·
said, "the professors who really
run the place . . . are going to
have to be the ones tQ bring it
about."
HE SAID professors should
exan;ine ~heir institutions to determme 1f the present grading
system is adequate, whether Ol'
~ot ~he curriculum is relevant to
hfe m tomorrow's world, if admissions policies are discriminating against disadvantaged and
minority group students, and
whether the institutional reward
research while devaluing undergraduate instruction,
He said universities should provide exceptions in admission
standards and special help for
Negroes, Mexican • :Americans,
Aynerican Indians, and Puerto
Ricans whose college potential
h?s ~ee.n s~an·ed by poverty and
drscrrmmatron,
Professol'S attending the meeting also heard AAUP's annual
1·eport on the economic status of
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College Profs Rapped
By GLENN HAUSER
There'~ a side to the UN:M few
people are aware of-the underside. UNM'& seemingly solid campus is interlaced by a two-and-ahalf-mile long network of "steam
tunnels." It's possible to walk
from one end of campus to the
other without ever seeing daylight.
Convenience of students during
bad weather isn't the reason for
the tunnels, however. In fact,
they're kept locked off ft·om vh·tually every building on campus.
R. 0. Burke, manager of utilities for the UNM Physical Plant,
sfiys tunnel construction started
at UN:M in 1954. Since then there
have been seven major additions
to the original short tunnel; the
current construction cost is $165
per foot, including pipes.
Distribution of utilities by tunnel has two main advantages: it's
much less expensive and more efficient to have central boilers for
steam heating than a boiler in
each building; and the tunnels
provide access to every inch of
the line for easy maintenance, in
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State of Affairs
The Great Unifier
By CLAYTON FRITCHEY
WASHINGTON-In formally launching his candidacy, Hubert
Humphrey presented himself as the Great Unifier, the man who would
put national unity ahead of all else, but this should not be taken too
literally. The Vice President is better than that. It is hard to believe
that, if elected, he would join the undistinguished list of Chief Executives who have been content to mark time in the name of so-called
unity,
,· · Politically, at least, unity is often an overrated word. In prActice,
it has generally been a euphemism for the empty pursuit of consensus, for avoiding controversy, for not rocking the boat, for, in short,
do-nothingism. A good many Presidents have practiced it successfully
(e.g., Eisenhower, Coolidge, McKinley) but not the great ones.
Actually, as American history shows, the larger unity of the nation ahs been advanced by bold, contentious acts which momentarily
seemed divisive. If the rebels led by George Washington had feared
to oppose the Tories, there wouldn't have been a United States in the
first place.
Lincoln went to war to preserve that unity. Franklin Roosevelt
fought an economic civil war to rescue the union from internal collapse. Truman sacrificed his own popularity to protect the union
against ambitious generals. All these Presidents were denounced in
their time as disturbers of the peace, but they all left the union stronger than before.
Everything in Hubert Humphrey's career suggests that he, too,
would be a dynamic leader if he ever reaches the White House. He
didn't put superficial unity ahead of conviction when he fought for
civil rights so fiercely at the Democratic 1948 conve_ntion, that the
liOUtherners walked out and started a Dixiecrat movement. His personal response to the urban riots of 1967 was a rousing call for a domestic Marshall Plan to wipe out the ghettos.
But the Vice President has a problem, and, of course, the problem
is Lyndon Johnson. It simply comes down to this: can Humphrey,
between now and the Democratic convention in August, stake out a
winning position of his own without offending or seeming to repudiate
the Presiuent?
The Vice President has the confident air o£ a man who has carefully
:::!~~<1 up the problem, and thinks he can manage it. Maybe he can, but
it won't be eaay.
His situation is not unique. In 1952 Adlai Stevenson ;;::!!_!~ a nota~le
effort to create a fresh image of his own without openly disassociating
himself with his sponsor (Truman) who, like Johnson, was then at a
low point politically. It didn't succeed, In the 1960 campaign, Vice
President Richard Nixon, effective only on the offensive, had to spend
most of his time defending the bland record of his patron, President
Eisenhower. That didn't succeed either.
But first Humphrey has to get the nomination, and m this struggle
his identification with Johnson is both his greatest advantage and
cgreatest handicap. The President's hardcore supporters in the South
and among party regulars make Humphrey a formidable contender
for the nomination, But to win it he himself will have to broaden this
base, and this can't be done merely by Johnson me-tooism and hymns
to unity.
The Vice President says he will be his own man, and there are still
many old liberal friends who think it won't be too long before he begins to strike out for himself. He doesn't need to worry too much
over the J ohnsonites, for they have nowhere else to go, but he does
ne!\d to worry over tying his fortunes too closely to the President's. A
retiring Chief Executive is comparatively free of restraint, so there
is no way of knowing what sudden turns he may take on either foreign or domestic policy or both.
'l'hn Vice President has pro:flted from the President's own improved
standing, engendered by current peace hopes, but this could quickly
fad·~ it Johnson turns hawkish again. In the long run, Humphrey's
only real security lies in gradually carving out an independent posi·
tion of his own. Then, if the President resumes his old hard line on
VietNam, the Vice President could fall back on his new pledge to "ob5erw the absolute priority of peace over politics." It's a splendid
plerlge; it means Humphrey is going to pursue peace even if Johnson
I6Se~ interest in it.

LETTERS
Carr's Endorsement

TO THE

EDITOR

"No" On Budget

Dear Editor:
Dear Editor:
Today UNM students go to the
Coleman Travelstead is a person who does a job right. He ia polls to vote on the proposed
consistent, has positive ideas, is 1968-69 ASUNM budget. To
genuinely concerned about stu- those who care how their money
dent problems, and has proven his is to be spent next year, I urge
ability, The better you know Cole- careful consideration of a No
man, the more you respect him, vote.
and in my opinion, he is the only
In the proposed budget there
candidate for ASUNM President. is a subsidy of some $34,000 for
Ron Curry has the confidence · next yeat's Lobo, making it one
of the Senate and is going to be of the most expensive items in
an outstanding ASUNM Vice- the proposal. A $34,000 fiasco, fiPresident. He fully understands nanced ·through activity fee revthe workings of the Senate and enue, is something we at UNM
will, because of his independent don't need.
role in this election, be able to
I say fiasco because I can't see
work efficiently with the next ad- how it could be anything else with
ministration.
Rob Burton, who gained quite a
Bill Carr reputation through his editorship
of The Juggler, as editor.
Burton was recently elected ediSenators Endorsed
tor by a Publications Board vote.
Although there was no official
Dear Editor:
word
on why he was chosen over
One of the single most importthe
other
candidates, let's give
ant ingredients in a dynamic student govermnent is the people to Pub Board the benefit of the
whom the students' trust is given. doubt and say he got the job on
Friday, we ask that in the time the basis of his qualifications.
you, the reader, has that he makes
And here's where Burton runs
every attempt to listen to the into trouble. If he had been elected
ideas of each of the senate candi- on the basis of qualifications,
dates. We have seriously scrutin~ then his qualifications should
ized each of the senate candiates justify the $34,000 aubsidy and
and based on our observations, the continued existence of the
unawervingly endorse the follow- Lobo. I feel they don't.
ing named candidates for senate
Burton ran The Juggler for
because of their work, not word- two years, missing deadlines, failliness:
ing to exe1·cise good judgment
Patsy Benton
(witness the censure by the same
Steve Van Dressor
Pub Board who later saw fit to
Teri Johnson
put him in control of $34,000 of
Joe Alarid
our money), and failing to sell
Linda Wilson
the student body on the idea of
Rene SiUeroy
a humor magazine (witness reTony Olmi
cent Student Council action in
TomHogg
cutting off The Juggler subsidy
Lee Pittard
for next year).
Ernest J. Romero,
Burton and the Pub Board can
ASUNM senator assert there is a lot of difference
Sterling Nichols, between The Lobo and The JuggASUNM senator ler. This is quite true. The big, Robert Speer, gest difference being between the
ASUNM senator $34,000 Lobo subsidy and the
Dale Fogelstrom, $3,000 Juggler subsidy.
ASUNM senator
Burton had his chance with
Bob Finch, $3,000 of our money and couldn't
ASUNM senator make a go of it. Giving him another $31,000 to play with is out
of the question.
Posters Torn Down
If you care how and where
your money will go, vote No on
Dear Editor:
In the course of campaigning, the proposed budget. We don't
we were posting signs in the wom- have $34,000 to waste.
:Mark Kennedy
en's dorms, only to find that some
students were following us tearing down our signs (and those
Senate Candidates
of several others) or writing
<'hildish, senseless, derogatory Dear Editor:
~~~ments oii t!!~m. On1~.a short
In this ;Year's election, there is
time ago, during the Stol!:te;" !_;_:>.r- >tn unuaually qualified group of
michael affair, students would go Senate can~::!!!'eS. The f~~owing
anywhere and shout their defense individuals, I feel, wouu:. ~~;'It
of freedom of speech and free- represent the student body and
dom of opinion. Now however, I endorse them in their race:
they seem to be turning around
I,eonard Delayo has worked
and denying other students these closely with the Senate this year
same freedoms.
and has an understanding of the
We applaud the rights of others workings of Senate that is rare
to support the candidate of their among candidates. His ideas are
choice, and to do all they can to good and well thought out, He
help them. This is the foundation has great potential and I feel
of any representative government that his election to Senate is esand so much better than apathy. sential this year.
We feel, however, that supportPatsy Benton, as Secretary of
ing a candidate does not and the Senate, has proven her dedishould not include denying others cation and ability to handle profithe rights to support the candi- ciently the many jobs that befall
date of their choice.
members of the Senate. She has
There is always a place for con- been an outstanding officer of the
structive criticism, but inane Senate and I strongly urge her
comments on campaign posters election.
Tom Hogg has had close assoare far from constructive, and
we could hardly help but specu- ciation with the President and
late on the petty, close-minded the Senate placing him in a unique
and immature attitude of the stu- position to serve the student
body. He is reliable and has an
dents involved.
Andi Poole understanding of the workings of
Marcia Summers the Senate.

WliY PIP '(6u
fHROW If MIA{(

Wf--IAT5

'THATf

IF16LI DONT BUY
NOBOPY WILL.
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Lee Pittard has an impressive
record on Fiesta Committee, He
has worked in close association
with the Student Senate, and has
experience in Student Government
on other campuses.
Charles Se~:ns and Stefani
Eyres are outstanding freshmen
whose work in Senate this past
year will make them excellent
Senators.
I alao support~ Linda Wilson,
Terry Calvani, Steve Van Dresser,
Claudia Jackson; Tony Olmi, Marvin Palmer, and Tom Tabet.
William F. Carr
ASUNM Vice-President

Candidate Endorsed
Dear Editor:
We, the following interested
students seeing a need for an experienced and qualified leader to
serve our student body endorse
Jim Dines for ASUNM President.
We feel that Jim has proven
his ability through many diversified capacities of leadership, and
we also feel that his adeas will
prove beneficial for the student
body. Jim will give the student
body a progressive student government through work.
Janice Jensen
Art Manzitto
Carole Villard
Warren Laffey
Darcie Dittberger
John Gordon
Mary McPherson
Janin Broemcl
Steve Snyder
Cookie Buckley
Fran Gary
Pam Martin
Paul Tackett
Chris Wenk
Dick Baldizan

Dines Endorsed
Deal' Editor:
We take this Qpportunity to express our support of the man
whom we feel is the best candidate for ASUNM president.
During the past three years
we have worked extensively in
the Associated Women Students
and the Women's Residence Halls,
respectively. Consequently we
have become familiar with the
problems facing various forms of
student self-government. It is on
the basis of our previous years of
experience in serving the women
11tudents of this campus that we
endorse James Dines for president.
We feel that James is the most
qualified candidate for this office,
but, more importantly, we feel
that he is the candidate who has
shown the greatest willingness to
~nonrJ his time and effort to per"¥~·-' -·l+h A WS anil
aonally cooperate vrh•• ---~
WRH. James has made it a point
to carefully inform himself about
the structures, purposes, activities, and goals of these two organizations and to offer his assistance to us. The sincere interest he has shown in the progress
of two of the largest women's
organizations on camtms leads us
to conclude that James Dines is
genuinely committed to work for
al !students. We are therefore
pleased to give James our full
and complete support in his bid
for the ASUNM presidency.
We encourage all students to
become familiar with the issues
and the candidatel! and to make
intelligent decisions in the student government elections.
Louise Bazan, President
Associated Women Students
Ann Lichtenberger, President
Women's Resisdence Halls
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J ..ETTERS TO THE LOBO
Course Evaluation Project
The letter by Professor Woodhouse that appeared in the April
29 issue of The Lobo indicates a
serious misunderstanding of the
reasons why many members of
the faculty were in favor of the
proposal that the university provide financial assistance to the
students' course evaluation project.
1. Professor Woodhouse 11ays
that academic freedom implies
that "students are not permitted
to decide upon a professor's qualifications for salary increases, for
tenure or for promotion." To my
knowledge, none of the supporters of the evaluation proposal
has at any time suggested that
students make such decisions.
Their position rests instead on
three rather simple propositions:
a) that good teaching ia an
important factor to be considered
by the administration when it
makes such decisions;
b) that student opinion is
worth taking into eonsideration
in measuring good teaching; and
c) that a systematic effort to
obtain student opinion is to be
preferred to reliance on 1·umor,
random gripes or praise, or casual "Insight-type" evaluations.
Does Professor Woodhouse
really disagree with any of these
propositions?
2. Although he discusses at
length the principles of democracy and academic :freedom, Professor Woodhouse says not a word
about the interest of students in
making intelligent choices in regard to their own education-an
interest that I had always supposed was shared by the faculty.
(A university that docs not prescribe a standard curriculum
must acknowledge the necessity
of student choice.)
Students believe that quality
of teaching is a relevant consideration in intelligently selecting
courses, Arc they wrong about
this? Arc we of the faculty actually prepared to toll thorn that
we are all equally :good teacltcrs?
If not, somc of us believe the
University should do what it can
to encourage the students to improve their methods of assessing
the teaching abilities of prospective instructors.

Pen;onally, I do not think that March on Washington, is that of
for an individual student, a non-violence.
"course evaluation" of any kind
If the white community is opcan take the place of sitting in po:;ed to violent movements, this
for a few hours on a prospective is tht: time for it to show its visinstructor's class, hut we must ible support of non-violent moveface up to the fact that few stu- ments. The Poor People's March
dents have ever been willing to on Washington provides the op.
take the time and trouble to do portunity.
so. Rather, they rely on hearsay;
Gloria Birkholz
and I am not prepared to deny
J. B. Brawley
assistance to student attempts to
better their processes of gathe-rWRH" Board Meets
ing information, as a "punishment" for their failure to adopt Dear Editor:
the best process.
WRH
(Women's Residence
My own view is that the par- Halls) Executive Board met Wedticular scheme of course evalua- nesday night and several intertion devised by our students ested candidates in the coming
leaves mueh to be desired, but election spoke. The Executive
supporters of the evaluation pro- Board voted to endorae James
posal were not asking the faculty Dines, candidate for president of
to stand behind the validity of ASUN:M, and Lou StQrm, senatorthis scheme, much less the re- ial candidate.
sults of the scheme as regards
Louise Bazan, President of
individual faculty members. We AWS, spoke about the AWS elecasked only that the faculty rec- tions which will be held at the
ommend University financial as- same time as the student governsistance to a project that appear- ment elections. It was decided by
ed promising in terms of improv- Exec. Board that they would ened evaluation of teaching.
dorse Louise as candidate for
Accordingly, under our pro- President of AWS.
prosal, the University would have
Jo Ellen Buckley
simply made a grant to the students on much the same basis
UNM Not On List
that grants are made for faculty
research, with study of a "trialrun" evaluation to p1·ccede any Dear Sir:
In last Sunday's New York
evaluation for publication.
Times
(April 26) there is a four1 sincerely hope that cun-ent
page
ad
in which tile student body
discussion of the evaluation propresidents
and newspaper editors
posal may lead to its rcconsidcraUon by the faculty at some future of over 500 American colleges
and universities call the Viet Nam
date.
war
"unjust and immoral." They
Cm·] M. Selingel' further
state that they should
not be forced to fight in this war.
Almost every good institution in
Poor l'eople's March
this country is listed. This is the
Dear I<~ditor:
most overwhelming evidence yet
Due to the voicing of disap- of the extensive and intenae oppoproval of possible violence in the sition to the war on the part of
Poor People's March on Wash- student leaders throughout the
ingt<m, we feel it our obligation country.
I was extremely disappointed
to aSS('rt our point of view.
Dr. Martin Luther King's to see UNl\1 missing from the list;
t.:-round work for the Poor Pcot>le's March on Washington was
non-violent. Rev. Ralph Abernathy, his successor to the leadership of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, has pledged to follow Dr. King's philosophy
in leading the march. The basis
of this march, as of the 1963

..

.-

-..

I hope it was because of an over-

sight or a technical error of some
sort.
Richard F. 'l'omasson
(The Lobo editor's name was
solicited for the list. It was not
added to the list because, while
he does believe the war is unjust
and senseless, the use of the word
"immoral" puts it in another conte:dr-an undesirable one to him.)

Editorial Unfair
Dear Editor:
It has always been my assumption that the editor of a newspaper, while endorsing one candiate, is out of place in attacking
another. Basing my beliefs on
this assumption, I believe that
your editorial of May 1 was unfair.
I realize that Coleman Travelstead has many redeeming qualities and good ideas, but so does
Jim Dines. Instead of praising
Coleman's good ideas, you attacked Jim's "bad" ideas, What does
this say for Coleman? I don't
think your attack on Jim in your
editorial was
necessary or
thoughtful.
Kelli Livermore

for a public office. (I would hate
to imagine what would happen if
the federal government adopted
the same ethical standards which
seem to dominate the Student
Publications Board, at least, if
not a great deal of the student
senate.
If, for example, the government
were to directly subsidize the
publicity efforts of one of the
candidates for the Presidency of
the United States, they would
damn well have a small popular
up-rising on their hands.)
Reporting the facts is essential, but there is no place in The
Lobo for partisan politickingunless it is shared equally by all.
If the staff must practice this
type of editorial, please let them
pdnt them someplace else.
Edward Hoskins

Fiesta
Clothing
10 to 15 per cent
discount to
all students
presenting
ID cards

Editorial CritiCized
Dear Editor:
I hope that this is one of many
letters you receive strongly protesting your attempt in Wednesday's (May 1) Lobo to endorse
Coleman Travelstead for the Associated Students presidency.
Such partisanism on the part of
a publication financed by and
under the supervision of ( ? ) the
student government is obviously
not fair to the other candidates
involved.
I can find no basis upon which
to justify the use of a publicly fi~
nanced medium as a propaganda
sheet for a particular candidate

.. ...
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"BU CENTRAL AVENUE, N.E.
("aa" hom the llllan4 111"'"'1

At 8:15 p.m.

University Concert Band to Present
Final Program of Season on lr1uiidu;
The UNM Concert Band will
pt·escnt its final 1~l'()~l:.ln ur the
season at 8:15 p.m. Monday in
the UNM Conce1·t Hall undet• the
direction of James Thornton.
Frank ;;~::ren, flutist, ":Viii be
the featured soloist au:! :VIll play
Griff()s "Poem" in a new setting
for flute and band. Bowen's student.; will also be featured in the
section soli of the Meditation
from "Thais" by Massenct.
Othet• works will include an

arrangement by the principal
trumpet of the band, Charles
Brandebury. The percussion will
he prominent in the "Three Japanl'se Dances" of Bernard Rogers
and the concert will close witlt
the "Finale from Symphony No.
5" by Dimitri Shostakovich.
m ..

1 .. "'
.L =~~\!~s

TilE

..
·"'
.-..... ....
.on
tor the contelL. au.. """
!ooo .....

I ..,.SI£1•~ I llriiiLii:S

sale in the ti~!\f Concert Hall
hox office or at the doo:t Monday
night for $1.50 gl!ncral admission and .75 cents for students,
or by subscription.

-----
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McDonald'S
"YOUR KIND OF PLACE!"
McDONALD'S
CATERS YOUR
PARTIESGIVE US A CALL TO HAVE A BALL
3 LOCATIONS

••
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LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
MENAUL at SAN PEDRO
5324 4th St. N.W.

;-

IJt'St fl•it•tUI

'

-~...--,.

TuRTLE

TAC§!

--1/liS tJI~Ill•"..ftl fi1•st

,..,,,,,,1 t~J•itJilltf.l itlt~a!
\\'e haw them in hcral<lir ami sports mol ifs. with
animah or initials. ·10 n·tail for S2. Thoroughly mas·
ntlitw in wnc. hut llw ~ingk extra touch that gi\'I.:S a
lnr•lt·m·rk real l'le)!.ann·. By Bell of Alhuqucrqllt'.

Turtle Tacs are Available at:
Millers Ltd.

Strombergs

Henry's

Kistler-Collister

Rhodes

Fedway's Downtown

...

....-
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Russo's Ramblings

Individual Sports Overlooked

ByBOBRUSSO
Lobo Sports Editor
In a school that has grown in
the ra:picl rate that UNM has,
both in academics and sports,
there are many overlooked people. These individuals make up
the school as a whole and with-

Golfers Compete
In BYU Tourney

out their hel:p many times there
cannot be a well-rounded program. The individual sports at
UNM have brought a fine name
for this school and thof!e athletes,
though not well known, are in
many ways helping UNM mo1•e
than the super-stars of the popular team sports. Now is the
time when students should look
to the individual. For just as the
student, he has been overlooked
by the school in general and without his effort, UNM will not progress.
MANY A coach and athlete has
wondel·ed about the. word "moral."
To many it is the most important in their vocabulary and to
others it is not worried about. It
seems that the moral of athletes
has been in the spotlight recently
and that coaches that haven't
worried about it "are starting to.
Their attitudes have become one
of, "Gee, we have the potential
but it seems the guys just don't
care." When a man is looking to
his future, trying to beat the
draft and stay in school, how can
a coach make sports come in
front of these other problems?"

baseball players, golfers, traeksters, and tennis players will be
working out and surely will have
strict training regulations in effect.
THIS SPORTS editor probably
has the shortest term as an editor
as possible and there are several
reasons for this but the most important involves obligations to
people you respect. There comes
the time in every reporters life,
as short as it may be, when they
have to make the decision whether or not to follow economicsgetting the job for the money-or
to follow the more abstract ideal
of dedication.
This reporter has made the decision to :follow- dedication. This
dedication is to the Lobo managing editor, who did not receive
the editorship for next year, although he was the staff's recomInendation and the most qualified
for the position.
INSTEAD of logically picking
the man who could have done the
best job, the board that selects
the editor gave the position to a
less qualified person for no other
reason except that he would
please the board with news th=:~t
they wanted to hear-namely
everything but digging facts.
With this decision the Lobo

PROVO - The Sixth Annual
Cougar Classic Golf Tournament
is the highlight of a busy week of
golf competition for the Brigham
Young University golf team.
UNM, thh·d place finisher the last
two years, is expected to be a top
challenger.
After playing Utah in a return
dual match Tuesday at the Riverside Country Club the Cougars
will host the University of Colorado ThUl·sday in a dual match
on the eve of the Cougar Classic.
BYU's string of four consecutive tournament trophies came to
an abrupt halt last weekend at
Oh, the poor athletes! Fiesta is
Phoenix, Ariz., where the Cougars coming up in the next couple of
faltered and finished eighth in the weeks and the basketball players,
Sun Devil Classic.
ACTUALLY THE
score
weren't that bad but the entire
field at the Sun Devil scored consistently well. Don Hawken was
medalist for BYU with rounds
of, 70-75-78 :for .a 223 total. John
Mlller and Kent Clark finished
with 224 for the tournament. Miller shot 70-79-75 and Clark scored
78-72-74.
0 the r BYU scores included
Mike Taylor at 227, Jack Chapman, 226, and Lane 'Bennett, 299.
The field in the Couga~ Classic
has grown to nine teams from
the intermountain region. Colol'ado will enter for the .first time
and will be considered one of the
teams to beat. The Buffs gradual;..
ed ail-American Hale Irwin who
was on the 1967 first team with
BYU's John Miller.
ARIZONA State and BYU are
eo-favorites. BYU is the defending champion. ASU placed second
to Houston in the Sun Devil Classic and the ASU number two
team finished ahead of BYU.
Also entered in the Classic are
Utah State, Utah, Weber State
Air Force Academy, and Wyo:
ming.
Tee times for the Cougar Classic are set for 8 a.m. Friday
morning and 1 :30 p.m. Friday
afternoon. Saturday's final round
will go out at 7:30a.m.
UTAH STATE won the first
Cougar Classic when the tournament was started in 1963. The
Aggies Mike Sweet won medalist
' . . ._ll~~
..:.4-.-;:~,; toi.&W !i:
f :: Ml
1 _$ 3 [lJ•
-·
honors. BLU won in 1964 and
RENE 1\~A~ISON'S LAST meet at UNM and the defending 'Vest1965. Bruce Summerhays of Utah
was medalist in '64 and Bud Allin er~ Athletic Con~erence track and field champions' last home meet is
th1s weekend agamst the University of Texas-El J>aso. ~"-'-' . .M t' •
of BYU won individual honors in son
has been a top runner for thP tMn~r. •
. •
• "-'l"'mte:r
a l'65.
1ast in An... ~ .. --. • ........ ,~us a"!d h1s performance, the
Arizona StntP "'""£~. ~"'..
...1e.•.
_ ...... vuqucrque, should ~Ive many b1g pomts to the Lobo cause.
r..ut: 'tlt
tn
The
team will be ~oln~ after their fifth strai.,.ht dual-meP• .; _
lli66 when the tourney became a t ory track
• t an exc1'{'mg an d s f rong UTEP team,
..
~• l•C
agams
54 hole tournament. George Boutell of Arizona State won medalist
honors with rounds of 70-68-67
for a 205. Boutell's score still
stands as a tourney record as
well as the Sun Devil team scorE>
of 853.
· •
:1!

""

_ .... _

Yale Street Grasshopper Originally an 'Escape

an article for the newly elected
editor and cannQt condone the
:fact that there could be a group
of responsible faculty who would
ovedook a qualified applicant because he b1·ought out facts unpopular to the =:~dministration~
even though they were true!

The name "Yale St. Grasshop. per," came from the neeq to put
something on an application for a
business permit.
The owner, Phil Mayne, came
with his family from Boston via.
Wisconsin !lnd Boulder, Colorado,
<1fter they asked themselves,
' "Why go 2000 miles one way (to
visit relatives in Wisconsin) and
turn around and come back?"
Albuquerque's first paperback
book store, "The Yale St. Grasshopper," 120 Yale SE came from
the need of Phil Mayne, a slightly
built, bearded man of 26, to escape "the scene" in the east.
''THE SCENE" for Phil was a
job selling books in Boston. People in the East, said Phil, are
perpetually
concerned
about
many things that are unneces. , sary worries.
"In actuality, we are not concerned about many things," said
Phil. "Taking a stand is a very
ephemeral kind of thing. You
are only responsible for yourself
up to where you have lived."
An opportunity to escape came
when Phil's mother offered to finance a trip by Phil, his wife and
then two children (now th1•ee),
to visit her in Wisconsin, where
Phil was born.
THEY DECIDED not to return
to Boston and wondered "Why
not New Mexico?"
"We had no idea what Albuque 1·que was," Phil said. "We did
know New Mexico had two cities,
Albuquerque and Santa Fe."
'l'elling no one of their plans,
the Maynes sold everything unwanted, placing the remainder into a Volkswagen bus and trailer,
and left Boston "all set fol' a pilgrimage ... and it was.''
J>HIL HAD NO specific plans
for employment after reaching
New Mexico, a vagueness that
upset the parents of his wife,

•
naw· rent1ng

NEW VARSITY HOUSE
APARTMENTS

Absolutely choice location. One
block to campus, two blocks to
new Olympic Pool site. Deluxe
furnished one bedroom units,
super soundproofed, wall to wall
carpeting. Air conditioned, sundeck, barbecue, laundry, large
study desks, twin or double beds.
$115-$120 including utilities.
C. E. Jordan, Mgr. (Apt. 1)

242-3080

Sue.

50

c.c.

Committee News Release Indicates
Campus Support For Nixon Growing_
John Silenes, acting chairman
for the Nixon Committee, has indicated in a news release that
support for Nixon is "growing"
on the UNM campus.
Concel'ning the recently an·
nounced candidacy of New York
Governor Nelson Rockefeller,
Slenes said: "We of course welcome the move by Rockefeller.
His candidacy will lead to a true
showing of the person the majority of the Republicans support
and should, when next November
arrives, increase unity in the Republican party. That will be the
key to a victory for us next fall.''
An organi!:ational meeting of
the committee was held Wednesday night. Plans for a county and
state-wide drive for Nixon were
brought up by Bob Salazar, and
Skeet McCoullach, Deputy Commissioner of Revenue.
The neltt meeting is planMd

FAST-FAST-FAST
30 Minute Dorm Delivery

7 Nights Until 1:30

255-5381
in the Triangle Lounge Restaurant- Central at Girard NE

500

c.c.

q~
HOUSE OF HALLMARK
offers the largest selection of
MOTHER'S .DAY CARDS
in this area,
WEDDING INVITATIONS
and all paper goods
for the bride to be
3501 Lomas Blvd. NE 2SS-4989

R~

SUZUKI
TODAY

95.00
2MS

One-Stop Convenience
One-Stop Savings
One-Stop Selection
Open Your Budget-Aid Credit Account
for Shopping Convenience

,

331•333 SAN PEDRO DR .. N.E.

PHONE 265-6531

--------------------~-----------------~

Grehclt Randoer
Fender Str..tcxasloitr

Mosrites-AII ~ 011
Fender Jazt~lhK

i
I

9-9 Saturday. , .1 0-6 Sunday
Corner Menaul & Carlisle

·~·

149.50
Crown 12 Stri~>g
Complete line of A<~

j'

200 Central S.E.

243-7609

We are the buyingest, sellingest,
tradingest gun and guitar dealer in
the Southwest.

.·

•..,;:..······

.fil#·
if

90 Winrock Center - 298-1831

Colt 45 Malt Liquor
Paper yest and Mini-Dress.

SAVE!

125 cc
motorcycle

Made from the plushest, most luxurious fabric
on the market today-paper! Colt 45 Malt Liquor
--~....._ pattern in red, white & blue.
Sheer, fire-retardant, waterrepellent and party proof. A snip of
the scissors makes the mini-dress a
micro in a split second. Check your
size below and send now-we're
only knitting a limited quantity.

Italian-made
215.•

-0 ~··

~

l? /!,. . 1-

210.00

I'

:·I

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.

t:.,_,>;l. ~·

149'.00
179.00

Gibson Flnobitd

LEARN ABOUT ONE-STOP SHOPPING

;·;

Jlt.OFORllfPo~r

69.50

AMMO-All Calibres

· · Ext. 6 · · ·Today for Credit Application

AT

FOAMtRW cu•HMAN MotoRs

9.95-up

lOs .22

llbCM't .22
Hawl<es Mag$

SOLO

tend an open meeting with the
Committee on the Enchancement
of the Educational Process in
Mitchell Hall, Room 122, at 4
p.m. on May 8th.
A news release says the committee was formed at the beginning of the academic year as a
subcommittee of the Policy Committee, to make a "thorough and
substantial investigation of the
academic aspects of the University especially with regard to
certain
'
current problems."
Wednesday's meeting with students is a prelude to the committee's making recommendations to
the Policy Committee.

~;;:'. jt;,.

PHIL'S INTEREST in poetry
has filled four of the Grasshopper's 18 display shetves with poetry, many of the · titles from
small presses.
Of the large selection of poetry,
Phil said, "This is the first time
I have been free to do my own
buying. There is a lot of interest
in contemporary poetry here,
among many people."
"The general feeling is that
poetry does not sell," Phil said.
But, he belives poetry does not
sell because it is not generally
available.
Other works carried in the
store range from underground
newspapers to 26 Shakespeare

Guitars

Guns

Calt 357

~~t==~~-->'h 12,000 Mile

Students Invited
ToAll Open
Meeting
students are invited to at-

reg.
$369

$348

• 6.5 hp, 2 cycle engine
• 4-speed gear box
• heel-and-toe shifting
• front and rear brakes
• hand throttle
• up to 120 mpg
• midhight blue or apple red
Wt:~rds
Young Adult Credit Plan

Ask about

1

title::; to Sierra Club paperbacks leave the small store without a
to contemporary novel~ ~o books purchase. .
.
e
abo11t . psychology, religiOn and
E~pansiol! . plans mclude, t~e
education.
possible .a~~! bon of galler~ ~pa of
THE STOllE'S customers are for exhibition of the. whr t
1
from all over Albuquerque. There UNr a~~ ~tude~ts. Phi~. as a~d
have been orders from Highland rea Y a e poe ry rea ~ng h'ch
High, the University Honors Pro- "T.he Grasshopp~r l~es~s w I
gram and "even a $17.00 book to prmt~ poetry br~a 5 ee ·
the University Library," Phil
Ph!! has ~o I~ea, about t~e
said.
stores repuatlon. It IS. known lll
The. "Grasshopper" . customers Sa~ . Fr~,ncisco .and Chicago and
enter and browse qmetly. Few gai:.n::m:.::g::;•:..._:h:::e:..:.sa:::l:::d.:...~----- - - - - ·- --

..

s&.W-AII 90 Day Order

.... Full
12 Month-

for Tu?sday, May 7, at 8 p.m. m
the Umon.

educational. We are not used to
being public people."
If he could "do it again" Phil
would c}1oose to be in a trade. He
is a year and a half short of being a qualified journeyman electrician.
Phil has done all the wiring,
painting and carpentry, including building the shelves, for the
"Grasshopper."
"I get along be~ter with ~radesmen," Phil explamed. "It ts easier to talk with people who are
~oncerned with their hands rathcr than their heads. They are
more frank and much less reftective"
PlllL HAS MORE experience
selling books than at his other oc.
cupatiom> of mason tender-clam
diggel' ("I once wanted to buy a
boat")-guitar teacher-loggertree climber-tractor driver in
an apple orchard.
"I am committed to books and
have a fan1ily," he said.
"The sole purpose of the store
is to make a living," Phil said.
"The problem is to find what to
do with your time when you have
money."
PHIL MAYNE, a bookstore
owner who reads very little, and
then only a bit of natural science
and contemporary poetry. Part of
the reason is because he is with
books nine hours eaeh day.
"It is a combination of things,"
Phil said. "I am not compelled to
1·ead like I used to be. You can
get too much of non-essentials. I
have my ego pointed where I
want it."
People who are forever open
minded are like a bucket with
holes in the bottom, Phil said.
They always reflect others and
create nothing of themselves.
Phil said he wants "to learn
how to do a thing, not with the
idea of changing myself, but with
the idea of eJtPanding what I
have."

-},

,

SPORTCYCLES

TO

The Maynes almost stayed in
Boulder, Colorado, but they felt,
"W c h~1d to follow this thing
through.''
"I could always go back to selling books," Phil thought. Though
he says, "we are not bookish kinds
of people. We make things."
After jobs as a tree .::limber
and electrician, Phil saved $2,500,
"a ridiculously small sum to start
a book store," and opened the
"Yale St. Grasshopper."
"l'l' HAD 'l'O break even from
the first day," Phil said. 'We only
had $130 in the bank when we
opened September 18.
Apparently the store has been
successful. "It is a Horatio Alger
sot·t of thing," said Sue.
Everything ·in the store has
doubled and will . double again,
said Phil, who opened with 600
titles. "I had to get enough books
to cover the shelves, face out, and
did not even do that."
"I opened the store against
everyone's bettet• judgment," said
Phil. The store was started because Phil felt that a paperback
bookstore "Hasn't been tried. And
it can't fail until it fails."
SAN FRANCISCO poet Law1·ence Ferlinghetti, l1alf owner of
the City Lights Bookstore in San
Francisco, told Phil, "Compared
with City Lights, tlte Grasshopper was successful after three
weeks."
'l'he Grasshopper has had another kind of recognition. The
store was raided last De.:!ember
and Phil was arrested and charged with possession of obscene
materials.
Phil was convicted on one of
the chat•ges and the others were
dismissed by Municipal Judge
Harry Robins. The conviction has
been appealed to District Court.
PHIL DID not wish to comment about the case in detail, but
did say, "It has been constantly

Welcomes Rockefeller

SUZUKI

MODELS

·

staff felt that they had been in·
suited with a ridiculous nomination and individually made their
decision to follow dedication rather than economics-or for that
matter what ever makes students
wo1·k for The Lobo.
This student will never write

.... .- ......

This Y~~r e.a.t,:~. of the competing
~:ams-•:;,ir be accompanied by two
liVely BYU coeds who will act as
hostesses during the tournament.
The coeds will represent the competing tea:rps at the championship.
banquet on Saturday following
the final eighteen holes of play.

.•.
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a completely unique experience.
--~~--------~--~~

Send to:

0 $1,50 mini-dress
0 $1.00 vest '
0 $2.00 combination
Check size;

I
I

1

I

Colt 45 Mall Liquor
vest o L o M o s
P. 0. Box 1800
Dress 0 L 0 M 0 s I
Baltimore, Maryland 21203
Petite 0
I
Enclos•d lind c:heck IJr money order (Postage and ta>tlneluded)l

Name~-------------------------------

I
I

I
Address'------------------ I
I
City
State
Zip Code
1
1
._ ®Tho National
._..,.BreWing Co.,
...,of Baltimore, Md. al Baltimore, Md.._
,

___ ___ __________

Also PhoMIX • Miami • Detroit

. .

.

___

..1

I
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Hershey 'Sounds like Bootlegger' 1n
Press Speech

By RICHARD ANTHONY
WASHlNGTON- When Gen.
Lewis B. Hershey spoke Monday
about the demise of the sweeping
drMt reforms proposed by a Presidential Commission last spring,
he sounded like, an old bootlegger
delivering an eulogy for a young
and dedicated federal agent who'd
come to an "unfortunate end."
The occasion for Hershey's remarks was a press conference, at
the Selective Service headquarters, called after the contents of
a special Government report on
the draft were leaked to one of
the Washington papers.
THE REPORT, prepared by a
task force that included Robert
McNamara, former defense secretary, Charles Schultze, former
director of the Budget Bureau,
and Hershey, recommended only
minor changes in the ;present
draft system.

Hershey was clearly pleased
with the findings of the report,
which he contrasted with the
findings of the study made by the
Presidential Commission last year.
The Com~ssion, headed by
BUI·ke Marshall, a former assistant U.S. attorney general, proposed major changes in the draft
system, including the abolition of
local draft boards and their replacement by 300 to 500 area offices that would be under control
of the Selel:tive Service headquarters. The Commission also suggested that the draft processes be
computerized as a means of reducing inequities in the system.
COMMENTING on this proposal, H:ershey said, I think they were
pretty far out on the question of
using machines, and then they
changed the system in order to be
able to use the machines." The
General said that as long as Iooal
boards remain the basis of the

draft system, the use of com- questions, however.
puters is not feasible,
THllEE days before news of
Throughout his remarks, Her- the 1·cport leaked out, Sen. Philip
shey emphasized that the task A. Hart (D-Mich.) introduced a
force did not study such questions bill that would have lessened the
as whether or not the oldest elig- impact of the draft on college
ible males should be taken first, or graduates,
whether or not graduate students
lt called for drafting primarily
ought to be deferred. He said the 19-year-olds, cancelling the ban
task force studied only the "ques- on a draft lottery contained in the
tion of structure."
1967 Selective Service Act, and
The report may have the effect ensuring that all draft registrants
of further reducing- the chances would have just one year of eligfor Congressional action 01\ these ibility.
.
After the report was made publice, though, a spokesm~n for
H:art said, "We were hopmg the
Administration might get behind

WANT ADS
PERSONAU!

"A MOVIE THAT YOU SHOULD
CRIST
NOT MISS I• n -on-JUDITH
NBC-TV "TODAY" show

SPEND SUM'MER. FREE at a pilar tanchero. Unimproved but picturesQue adobe
bouse, attistie setting, with trout lake.
No pay and no work-turn water on and
off. Write Box 5011, Santa Fe, New McxREWARD FOR INFORMATION conceming 1964. Triumph light blue motorcycle stolen from 1806 Mesa Vista Ave.
NE betwe<m 10 1: 10:45 p.m., April 23,
1968. 842-1353• .John Hnlland.
5/2
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FOR SALE

50¢

NOW IN ITS 8th GREAT WEEK

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

1968 YAMAHA 305 •c. $599.00. Brand
new. 1300 miles. Call 255-6708 ••• Mk
for Sam.
1951 CHRYSLER ~nt condition. $100.
or make offer. 242<8873 .Uiu 6 p.m.
ADOBE WITH POOL. Near UNM. CompJdely reconditioned. Move in and enjoy a full aumm.,.. of swimming and next
'Winlu YflQ11 enjoy the wannth <1l the
fireplao:e and the cl!arm of the large
:room.. Priee onl;y $13,900. Call Ed Norr!.J
265-8571 and <!Venini!B 255-6852. CairdNorr;, Realty.

...rst..,.s .a

''"..f'f'OIXJCeO BY JOSePH Janm •Ofl'eCT80 B!J .JOHn SCHL8StnGer
'liCNlenllUJY B1J Freoei'IC raPH68l·a:;soc•atePn:X><.W\'ICTOI'IllnOOtt
110/..o<t _,"·a JlSill'ti.J.mtl'f'OOUCIICJO • an em93SSII PICIUr!!S retess11

S.U.B. Theatre
Sat.

7 & 10

19611 YAJlAH.A Yll-1 305ce B!aek. Execllent 1::0U machine onl;y 6,600 miks. $55(1.
Call Stev.,_ 255-9162. 5/8

-Ben-do you lind me

FoR RENT
NEW VARSITY HOUSE at 141 Columbia
SE- Dclaxe fnJ:n. units-twin or doable
bed<. Ull>-120 including utiliti<S. 2423080.

wtdesirabler

"'b,no
Mrn.Robinoon.
I think
you're the

THE REVOLT
THAT STIRRED
THE WORLD!

CERTAINLY THE
MOST EXCITING
AND MEANINGFUL
~FILM IN YEARS!"

BEDROOK APARTMENT near
UNk. Futniohed. $15 per month. Call
Sam Cooper 265-8574 and evmiDICS 8.f2B280 Caird-Nol'ris Realty. 5/9

ONE

SERVICES

.... LifE MAGI\liNE

"REMARKABLE l
BEAUTIFUL! THE
BEST OF ITS KIND!"
fifVI YhUtH:R MA(• .ttb~(

1111¥itattractive
ofall
lilY JlaMit.s'

"A MOST
EXTRAORDINARY

frieMs.-

TECHNICOf.OR

11

~iNE BANI:ROFT.... DUSTIN HOfHWI·IAJJIIIM IISS
SHOW 1:S0-3:S0-5:S0-7:5S-l0:00

5 &8

TWO

11

MIKE NICHoLS-LAWRENCE TURMAN._,.,.,..

MATINEES OPEN 1 ;00

SO¢ fiun.

'67 YAliAliA, 180ee, Cand7 Apple Red,
3800 :rn.n...,. $395 or best olfer. Call 277•
4019, uk fOJ' AL 5/8

MIKE NICHOLS

THE GRADUATE

FILM!"

IMPORTANT!
POWERFUL!"

-N!W YORK liMES

TYPING Will edlt JmUX>mor, .oJ>elling and
punctuation. Baelqmn;nd includ., advex-tiaing, Art. finanoe, kl!:ld, and ..,;"""""·
Cali24UJ6!1(. 5/8

I.OST AND FOUND
I.OST< ONE LIGHT PLAJI) jaeket. :edu-

PHONE; 265.4759

<ation 105 betwren 6:40 and 7:15 p,m.
Wednesday night. Please return to Loot
and Fotmd at Union or eall 24U9~9. 5/9

INNER COMMUNICATION
with the

PHOTOG.RA PH lNG THE FIGURE:
A TECHNICAL FILM' ·.

SHOWN AT 7:00 - 9:20

An editing orgy parodying pornography.

'WHOLLY COMMUNION•
The strongest poets of our time in a
orgy of unpredictable communication.
words, free from their imprisonm
:"Vn·•'"' the page, grunted, shouted, poured

Ferlingetti, Gregory Corso, and

Saturday
Midnight.

finally Allen Ginsburg,
a beatificaUy stoned bearded
whirlwind spinning it all out into
nothingness.
Plus these goodies (color)

EXICO

1)1'\39-W
v, 7 h1o. \05
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Our Seventy--First Year of Editorial Freedom
Vol. 71

Jim Dines Elected AS UN M .~f'f~sident

Lobo Wins Prizes
In Press Contest
At Regional Meet

Curry is Elected_

U.Vice-President;
Senators Chosen

The Lobo received eight awards
in journalism competition at this
By GRANT HARv"EY
year's annual convention of the
Rocky Mountain Collegiate Press
Jim Dines walked away with
Al!sociation, held at the Univerthe ASUNM presidency Friday
sity of Utah in Salt Lake City.
collecting 1,406 votes out of the
approximately 2, 700 cast in the
The Lobo was awarded third
intensive election in which 12
place honors in the general exsenators
were also elected and
cellence category, which was
two
of
three
amendments were
judged by the Denver Post. Two
Passed,
Lobo staffers, former editor
Ron Curry, who was officially
Chuck Noland and former photogunopposed in his candidacy for
rapher Bob Pawley, took two
ASUNM vice-president was also
awards each.
elected with other votes for tha"6"'Noland was recognized for edioffice going to four write-in cantorial writing, in which he took
didates who :received one vote
third place, and news story writeach.
ing in which he took second. PawColeman Travelstead finished
ley received second and third
well back in second place in the
place recognition for feature and
presidential race with 1055 votes.
sports photography, respectively.
Other presidential candidates
Other Lobo staff members rewere Steve Hogan with 178 and
ceiving awards were Frank JaGene Melady with 39 votes.
come, third place for cartoons;
Write-in votes named Bill Cole.... ___,_____________________
.
_
Greg MacAleese, third place for
man (five) Robert F. Kennedy
(one) and four others.
2...:.:..:.;. ....~· ,.,,.-,._ .
column writing; and Wayne CidPRESIDENT ELECT Jim Dines laughE; it up
MOST OF A crowd of over 250
do, honorable mention for sports
form." Dines campagin platform was severely cheered wildly while two Dines
writing. Over 20 college news- with a student voter and two of his campaign
cl'iticized by several student government oflicials supporters lifted the new presi~
papers and yearJ:,ooks were enter- workers while voting takes place in the Union.
Dines
was
eleded
Associated
Students
President
Prior to the election after they charged that dent to their shoulders as soon as
ed in this year's competition.
by a substantial margin over Coleman TravelDines' ideas for reform were already being pur- results were announced outside
Representing The Lobo at the stead. Dines resigned his student Senate seat early
sued
in student government channels. Dines was
j;he.,student government offices in
Salt Lake City gathering wel'e in the spring semester because he felt that stuthe
Union.
formedy
the
president
of
the
Residence
Hall
newly appointed editor Rob Bur- dent government was in need of a "grass l'oots re·
Council. (Photo by Gordon.)
Dines
had appeared confident
ton, outgoing editor Chuck Noof a victory as he waited earlier ,...
land, 11168 Summer Editor Roy
for the results. "Hell, I don't
Cornelius, and Richard Pfaff, stuNine
Endorsed
Dines
know, there sure was a Iot o£
dent publications business manstrong support for my program
ager.
today," he said when asked what
be thought his chances were.
In addition to giving recogniSteve Hogan, another candition for general excellence and
date summed up the enthusiatie
individual achievement to memcrowd by saying, "There's nobody
ber newspapers, the convention
here
but candidates and Dine~
also considered such issues as
.nm Dines made this statement
supporters.''
Paul Sauser edged out Steve
freedom of the press on campus concerning hls election to the ASand final spot by over a hundred
van Dresser by six votes and Lee votes.
HAROLD LAVENDER, JR
and a name change which would UNM presidency;
Pittard
by
seven
to
become
the
campaign
for Coleman
allow college radio and TV staJoe Alarid, one of the new sen- Travelsteadmanager
This
past
election
bas
been
a
most
popular
senatorial
candidate
was
asked
prior to
tions to become members of the hard fought and contested race,
ators, said he thought Dines' term the release of voting results
in
the
ASUNM
voting
Friday.
why
press association.
and I wish to applaud the other
Twelve senators were picked would be very productive because Travelstead was not present for
Editor Rob Blll'ton described presidential candidates for their from 33 candidates with Sauser of the cooperation and backing the release of the identity of the
the conference as "enlightening!' fine campaigns. Even though the leading the voting with 1052. Van the senators would give the new new president.
He said, " it was a real eye-open- election placed many people in Dresser received 1046 and Pittard president.
"I wouldn't be here if I was a
"It couldn't have worked out candidate," L ave n d e r said,
er in terms of where our strength different camps, I hold no hard 1045. The next moat popular canlies."
feelings and I am willing to help didate was Marty Klein, over 100 better," !!aid Alarid, "Nine of "You've got to admit Dines' camthe twelve senators elected to- ;paign was down pretty Pat. I
"Specifically," he eXplained, and work with anyone who will behind with 909 votes.
night
had endorsed Dines any- think it was a foregone conclusion ~
"It showed me two things: that accept it.
T.he voting on the other canway,
so
I'm sure they will have
·
The Lobo is far better off than
I eXpress my sincere gratitude didates decreased at a fairly even the best possible chance to carry who won," he said.
other college newspapers with re- to the hundreds of people who rate from Klein down to the last
Minutes later, the foregone
gard to faculty and administra- were willing to give their time senator chosen, Donna Fossum. out their election promises, with conclusion came true and .Tim
tion ~ntrol, and that the student and energy in helping get me The highest ranked candidate of. Jim's help and vice-versa."
Dines had bceoll'le the new preSi·
Only
two
of
the
twelve
senators
dent
of ASUNM.
publications bus1ness office is one elected.
the 21 unsuccessful, Stefani
are incumbents, Linda Wilson and
Travelstead said later that he
of the best in the assooiation!'
Eyres,
fell
short
of
the
twelfth
With a fine vice-president like
Rene Sille:roy.
had been busy at the time of the
Before adjourning Saturday, Ron Gurry and good senators as
announcell'lents and had not planthe association approved New have been recently elected we can
ned to be there anyway. He said
Mexico State University at Las have a progressive senate for next
that
he sent a congratulatory
Cruces as the site of its 1969 year. But this progress will only
statement
to the new president
Convention.
coll'le with the help of the student
after learning of his victory,
body and I hope that all senators
"I HAVE NO bitterness towards
will
make an all~ut effort to talk ASUNM PRESIDENT
any of the other candidates,"
At Piggly Wiggly
with the students and v.ice-vcrsa.
Dines told the crowd of students
James Dines ......... " ... ~ . ~ ...•........ ~ . . . . . . . 1406 in
I also hope all interested stuthe Union "I think we ean all
dents will attempt to become inColeman Travelstead ..........•................. 1055 work together for a progressive
volved with student government
student government."
and that aU students will realize ASUNM VICE-PRESIDENT
"This crowd here tonight is a
this office is not mine but our
good indication that interest in
Ron Cu1·ry .......... ~ ........ ~ . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1769 student government is strong
office and I will do everything to
By ALLEN BUCHANAN
see that it remains as such.
again. I would like to officially r
ASUNM SENATE
A number of UNM students and
open the door to student governVista and Welfare workers dehere and now," Dines said.
Paul Sauser ......................•.... , . . . • . . . 1052 ment
monstrated against "unfair food Peace Corps
The new president later said
pricing" at the South Broadway
Steve van Dresser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1046 that he felt campaigning by for.A Special on--campus Peace
Piggl;y Wiggly supermarket on
Lee
Pittard .........•........ ., . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1045 mer ASUNM ·President .Tolin
Cotp.s Placement Test design.ed
Saturday and Sunday.
and vice-president Bill
Marty Klein . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . • . . . 909 Thorson
Coll'lplaints against the store for students applying :for Peace
ICarr for Tmvelstead did not
Tony Olmi ............ ~ . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 879 hurt his own campaign at all.
range from unfair pricing to the Corps Projects which begin after
sale of "slightly spoiled" :food graduation will be given un Wed.
"IT JUST PROVES that the
Linda Wilson ................ , ~ •.. ~ . . . . . . . . • . . . 873
items taken from other Piggly
elldorsement and e{lmpaigning by
Terry Calvani . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . 844 student government officials and
Wiggly stores in the city. A May 8 in the Placement Center
Leonard De Layo . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . 833 The Lobo can not push anyone or
charge was made that prices in at 12:00 noon and 6:00 p.m. An
N ortbcast Heights stores of the application (available at the
Rene Silleroy ........................ , . . . . • . . . . . . . 816 an~ policy down the throats of
same chain are lower, as much Placement Center) must be comthe students. They will choose the
Teri Johnson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . • . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . 788 ll'lan
as ten cents per item. A leatlet pleted before taking the half hour
they feel is best," Dines said.
Joe
Alarid
.......
,
~
.....................
~
.
..
.
.
.
..
•
.
.
.
767
Steve
Hogan, who finished far
(Continued on Page 3)
test.
Donna Fossum ....... ~ ....•...•• , . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 766 out of the race, said he felt differ( Continued on Page 2)
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Win Stotement
Issued by Dines

12 Senators Picked To Fill Positions;
Paul Sauser Gains Majority ol Votes

U. l:fection Results

FAR OUT

1

....\

......, Jor .....ls ...Witlo IHhtlta ••• foor 1141ot1fa!

19li5 FORD 2 d<10r Automatic TransmU..ion,
Good Running Condition, $1S5. 344-8522,
6/8

BEST DIRECTOR
JOSEPH E. LEVINE

-New York
·. · ·~"\
• Herald Tribune /. ~. · \~ \

wemmy.
DlrKB0&9roe {
Juue CHr/sne •
1
··~·.!:!!~11"

EDUCATION IS CHANGING, World's
largest deucation firm bas developed a
P:tog:ram .learning system and is ·now hiring college students for full tirue sumrucr
emploYment to prest>Qt th;, Sl'l!tem to
vuioua individuals in New Mexico and
West T<!Xas. Interested Students please
call between 11 and l at 268-0620. 5/8

Fri. 7 & 10
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FILM I''

HELP WANTED

S.U.B. Theatre

.. ~)

."EVERYTHING YOU

RETAILERS ARE WAITING to give you
orders for EAST TOTEM WEST Postel's.
Commission equals $100.00 a week for 2!1
hours. Write EAST TOTEM WEST, P.O.
Box 765, Mill Valley, Calitornia 949415/8

Starrin Heinz (Captain from Kopenk~) Ruhmann

this bill but since they've issued
' draft report, t here 1sn
• 't
their own
much chance of 1't"
•
The task force that prepared
the llecr:et report on the draft was
set up by President Johnson last
April. According to Hershey the
report was completed in January
of this year. It has not yet been
officially released.
Among the changes it calls f?r
are setting up a new field office, m
Denver, having more meetings for
state directors and local board
members, and making a greater
effort u; inform the public of the
Selective Service System's activities.

v-ona.do
7 'if, 7fN

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

'HOW TO BUILD AH IGLOO'
'ClRCLE OF THE SUN' 'NAHANNI'
~

I ,· .

i '., '.

Students Oppose
High Food Pricing

